
One  of  the  most  useful  and

beautiful  plants  of  the  tropics.

THE  Tl  PLANT  (PRONOUNCED  LIKE  'TEA')  KNOWN  BOTANICALLY  AS
CORDYLINE  FRimCOSA  (FORMERLY  C.  TERMINALIS)  IN  THE  AOAVE  EAMILY.

Mark  Your

Calendar

that grows three to ten feet
high. The leaves are in tight
spirals at the tops of the
branches, and the stems are
bare below. Each leaf is 1-2
feet long and 2-5 inches wide
with a long grooved leaf
stalk. There are nian\ color

-with
Trplant
Tropical

vard off eTi leav
its. Today the art of making 1
leaf leis and leaf rosettes is
still taught. The strangest use
was for shark fishing; it was
used to wrap the bait made c

which sated and stupefied th(
sharks that were lassoed and
pulled to shallow water wher
they died.

Baked roots are said to
have the flavor of molasses
candy. This product has been

other foods or mixed with
water, fermented and distilled
into an alcoholic drink. The
young  leaves  have  been  the  normal  green  leaf,  ]
cooked  and  eaten  as  a  cultural  selections  dem<
potherb.  a  remarkable  variation

foliage. The leaves r
tinged or striped wit
purple, copper or h<
In Hawaii, an enorn
collection of Ti plan
be found on the Ha
island of O'ahu at the Ly
Arboretum north of
Honolulu in the misty
Manoa Valley, just above
Paradise Park. The curate
Ray Baker, shared two oj
his favorites with the
author in 200T 'Hauli Gr
and 'Kauai Beauty' are
now established in the
Tropical Bowl atop Talla(

Knoll.
So, to get lucky, grow £

specimen of the Ti plant,
either inside in a bright
window or in a protected
spot outdoors where you
need a dramatic splash of
ethnobotanical color.
Contributed by Jim Bauml,

Christopher  Lloyd  and

Fergus  Garrett  Lecture

Thursday,  May  22,  from  3:00-6:00  pm

Known for his amazing approach to garden design,
color theory and the use of plants and architecture in the
landscape, British gardening expert Christopher Lloyd has
charmed horticultural fans around the globe with his books
and appearances on BBC-Television. Joining Christopher
Lloyd will be Fergus Garrett, head gardener at Great Dixter
and a well-known lecturer and author.

Tickets are $25 for members and $35 for non-members,
and can be purchased by calling 626-821-4624 or 821-4623.
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